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Abstract: Wound healing is a complex tissue regeneration process that promotes the growth of new
tissue to provide the body with the necessary barrier from the outside environment. In the class of
non-healing wounds, diabetic wounds, and ulcers, dressing materials that are available clinically (e.g.,
gels and creams) have demonstrated only a slow improvement with current available technologies.
Among all available current technologies, electrospun fibers exhibit several characteristics that may
provide novel replacement dressing materials for the above-mentioned wounds. Therefore, in this
review, we focus on recent achievements in electrospun drug-eluting fibers for wound healing
applications. In particular, we review drug release, including small molecule drugs, proteins and
peptides, and gene vectors from electrospun fibers with respect to wound healing. Furthermore,
we provide an overview on multifunctional dressing materials based on electrospun fibers, including
those that are capable of achieving wound debridement and wound healing simultaneously as well
as multi-drugs loading/types suitable for various stages of the healing process. Our review provides
important and sufficient information to inform the field in development of fiber-based dressing
materials for clinical treatment of non-healing wounds.
Keywords: electrospun fibers; drug release; small molecule drugs; proteins and peptides; gene
vectors; composites

1. Introduction
Wound healing is a complex tissue regeneration process that the body undergoes as a response
to wound openings or missing cellular structures as a result of various types of traumatic injury.
To facilitate effective wound healing, a wound site is typically covered with a sterile dressing material
to avoid infection and to promote the healing process. Gels and creams with a typical drug load of
only 5% at the highest are typically applied to the wound site as a treatment method in the clinical
setting [1]. These dressings require frequent changing and monitoring/cleaning of the wound site.
In patients with non-healing wounds such as diabetic wounds and venous ulcers, the insufficient
therapeutic efficacy of the creams and gels coupled with the frequent wound manipulation can often
be painful for the patient and cost- and labor-intensive for the healthcare system. With improvements
in advanced medical fabrics, a new generation of the wound dressing materials is expected to be able
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to carry a higher level of drugs and thus provide sustained release properties that will enhance the
wound healing process and alleviate much of the painful repetitive procedures of frequent changes
of dressing materials. In addition, these new medical fabrics can potentially be incorporated into a
multifunctional wound bandage, providing treatment strategies for various types of wounds, locations
of the wounds, and conditions of the wounds. The goal is to improve the quality and rate of wound
healing while still being able to customize the therapeutic procedures during wound healing.
Different methods have been studied for the fabrication of polymeric fibers, such as melt
blowing, phase separation, self-assembly, and temple synthesis. Among these available technologies,
drug-eluting fibers made by electrospinning are potential candidates for the formulation of medical
fabrics for wound healing. Electrospinning is a simple, robust, and cost-effective method to produce
drug-containing fibers with diameters ranging from tens of nanometers to several micrometers [2].
The result is a layer of non-woven fiber mesh that exhibits the texture of typical textiles with a
porous structure allowing drainage of the wound exudates and permeation of atmospheric oxygen to
the wound. In addition to these advantages, electrospinning is compatible with the incorporation of
various types of drugs and/or other drug delivery systems to facilitate generation of various composite
dressing materials suitable for controlled release of biological agents at different stages of the wound
healing process.
In this review, we discuss different types of wounds and the stages in the wound healing process
with respect to the potential use of electrospun fibers as the dressing material in wound healing.
In particular, we focus our review on the types of drugs that can be incorporated in electrospun
fibers and their drug release behaviors in the context of wound healing. These drugs include small
molecule drugs, growth factors, peptides, and non-viral gene vectors. In addition, we provide a
brief overview of fiber-based composites that include nanoparticles and/or micelles for generation of
multifunctional wound dressings. This review provides a comprehensive discussion on the current
status of electrospun fibers for wound healing applications.
2. Wound Healing
A wound can be defined as the disruption or loss of the cellular and/or tissue structure that
prevents local tissues from performing their normal biological functions [3]. Since wounds vary in
sizes, shapes, and conditions, several methods are used to classify wounds (Table 1).
Table 1. Wound classifications and methods [4].
Classification Method
Time frame of healing

Subcategory

Characteristics

Acute

Faster healing (5–10 days)

Chronic

Takes long time to heal

Primary intention

Treated by closing the
surface around the wound

Secondary intentions

Treated by filling the gaps
with granulating tissue

Tertiary intention

Open intentionally to allow
for drainage to take place

Abdominal wound

Black coloration
Green
Yellow
Red
Pink

Shows black discoloration
Shows green discoloration
Shows yellow discoloration
Shows red discoloration
Shows pink discoloration

Necrotic tissue
Infected tissue
Sloughy tissue
Granulating tissue
Epithelial tissue

Superficial

Affect the epidermis
Affect both the epidermis
and the inner dermal layer

Abrasions
Pressure sores and
severe scale exits

Wound closing method

Wound tissue types

Depth of wound

Partial thickness

Examples
Traumatic wounds,
surgical wounds
Leg ulceration
Traumatic lacerations
or surgical
Leg ulcers, pressure
damage, and
lacerations
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2.1. Classification of Wounds
The most common way to classify wounds is based on the nature of the wound healing process
involved (i.e., acute versus chronic wounds). Specifically, acute wounds are the result of mechanical
injuries from external factors resulting in tissue abrasions or tears to the skin and/or flesh. In contrast,
chronic wounds are defined as occurring when the normal healing mechanisms of the body are
somehow inhibited or disrupted or when tissues are constitutively exposed to damaging environmental
factors [5,6]. Particularly problematic is that the healing process of chronic wounds can be readily
disrupted by the necessary presence of inflammatory factors, which stimulate the immune system
to recruit more macrophages and neutrophils to the wound bed. This causes the additional release
of inflammatory cytokines whose presence results in mass production of metalloproteinase that can
subsequently disrupt the healing cycle, all of which is characterized by a prolonged inflammatory
phase [5]. This is one of the contributing factors that chronic wounds typically take longer to heal
(>12 weeks) in comparison to acute wounds (8–12 weeks) that follow a more normal healing and
remodeling process [7]. The most common types of chronic wounds that account for 70% of the cases
are venous, pressure, or neuropathic ulcers [8]. These non-healing wounds lead to growth of bacteria
and other pathogens at the wound sites that elicit increased inflammation, subsequently inhibiting the
healing process and resulting in greater chances of complications.
Wounds can also be classified based on the types of closure methods used during the healing
process and include Primary Intention, Secondary Intention and Tertiary Intention wound categories.
Primary Intention wounds are those that can be treated by closing the surface surrounding the wound
using stiches, staples, skin glue, or tape. Secondary Intention wounds are those that involve a wider
area of damaged tissue that cannot be closed or stitched together. Examples of Secondary Intention
wounds include leg ulcers, pressure damage wounds, and lacerations. Tertiary Intention wounds
can also be referred to as delayed Primary Intention wounds and are wounds that are left open
intentionally to allow for drainage to occur. These wounds are typically closed once drainage has
completed satisfactorily [3,4,6].
A third wound classification method used is based on the color displayed by the damaged
or injured tissue. This category includes wounds exhibiting black (necrotic tissue), green (infected
tissue), yellow (sloughy tissue), red (granulating tissue), or pink (epithelial tissue) colorations. These
categorizations are often used for selecting the appropriate dressing to facilitate a speedy healing
process [4]. Additionally, wounds can be classified by the depth of the skin layers that have been
affected. Injuries affecting only the epidermis are referred to as superficial wounds, while those
affecting both the epidermis and the inner dermal layer (which contains blood vessels, sweat glands
and hair follicles) are referred to as partial thickness wounds [9]. These are used largely to describe the
severity of pressure sores and severe scale exits [10].
2.2. Wound Healing Cycles
Wound healing is a complex biological process that involves crosstalk between different biological
systems for the proper regeneration of cells and tissues and to restore homeostasis and normal
biological function [3,11,12]. The typical healing process for a wound includes four overlapping and
interdependent stages: hemostasis and coagulation [13]; inflammation; proliferation; and remodeling
(Figure 1) [6,14].
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Figure 1. Schematics of typical wound healing cycles and the corresponding cellular activities in each
Figure 1. Schematics of typical wound healing cycles and the corresponding cellular activities in
stage.
each stage.
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over the phase [3,6]. The healed tissue archives 80% of original tensile strength since some cellular
components and their organization cannot be fully recovered during healing [16,17].
2.3. Non-Healing Wounds
A widely accepted mechanism in forming chronic wounds is the interruption or deregulation of
one or more of the wound healing cycles that lead to development of non-healing chronic wounds
from acute wounds [17]. Furthermore, chronic wounds show improper deregulation of protease and
their inhibitors [21]. Matrix components, including fibronectin, as well as various key growth factors
are degraded by serine proteases. Non-healing wounds have also been observed with a depletion or
small number of chemokine that are needed to recruit bone marrow and endothelial progenitors to
the site of injury [22]. The presence and growth of blood vessels surrounding the injured tissue are
paramount to the wound healing process, since they supply nutrition and oxygen. Angiogenesis and
vasculogenesis contribute to the formation of blood vessels during injury tissue repair [23]. A shortage
of any of these factors will lead to the development of chronic wounds.
Management of chronic wounds includes the application of an antimicrobial dressing that help in
reducing inflammation and regulation of other pathogens [20]. Wound dressings have been used since
ancient times to stop bleeding, and they consist of honey, animal oils or fat, cobwebs, mud, leaves,
sphagnum moss, and animal dung. Current commonly used dressing is cotton gauze, and some of its
shortcomings include damaging newly formed tissue during removal and causing rapid dehydration
of the wound bed, leakage of exudate the might result in infection, and reaction of cotton fibers
with foreign body [24]. Ideal wound dressings must meet one or several of the following functions:
(1) spot bleeding and protect wound from pathogens, (2) restoration of normal bacterial balance in
wound, (3) reduction of inflammation due to unregulated matrix metalloproteinase, and (4) a suitable
environment for the control of odor and promotion of autolysis [24]. Based on the types of treatment,
developments of wound dressings are commonly categorized in to four groups: passive, interactive,
advanced, and bioactive wound dressing. Passive dressings are used to protect mechanical trauma
and limit the entrance of pathogens to the wound. Interactive dressings are made from polymeric
films, and they facilitate the flow of moisture and air from the environment while providing a barrier
from bacteria or other environmental contaminants. Advanced dressings are able to provide and retain
a moist environment for the wound and facilitate the healing process. Bioactive dressing works by
including drug delivery systems and/or biological agents to stimulate cellular responses in the healing
process. The advance of materials science and biomedical engineering has enabled the development
of bioactive dressings using natural/synthetic polymers in the form of fibers as a carrier to deliver
drugs and biological agents. Fiber based dressing are advantageous to traditional dressing since
they provide wide range of advantages including creation of moist and warm environment, remove
excess exudates, allow gaseous exchange, and do not release fiber materials to the wound hence
minimizing risk of infection [25]. One of the most popular and promising methods in preparation of
fibers is electrospinning.
3. Electrospun Fibers
Fibers obtained from electrospinning have gained popularity in the field of drug delivery and are
considered as ideal dressing materials for non-healing wounds since the method is versatile and can
deliver various biological agents long-term to local tissues at the wound site [26–28]. Not only do they
provide physical protection to the wound, but they also have the capacity to be incorporated with a
high amount of drugs (up to 40% loading), where the release of which can be adjusted by changing the
types and compositions of the materials in the fibers [29]. A large variety of materials can be used to
produce electrospun fibers in the pursuit of medical fabrics in wound dressing [26], and these materials
can be categorized into natural and synthetic polymers [27,30]. In addition, hydrophilic polymers
are ideal for encapsulation of small molecules, proteins, peptides, and gene vectors. The release rate
of hydrophilic systems is fast and hence limiting its long-term applications. In contrast, the use of
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hydrophobic polymers is ideal for controlled release purpose. However, the process requires the use of
harmful organic solvents that might affect the stability of the biological agents resulting in the decrease
of pharmacological efficacy. In this section, we summarize the most common polymers employed in
electrospinning process for wound dressing materials.
3.1. Natural Polymers
Natural polymers have several benefits including being fairly abundant and accessible, as well
as being biocompatible, biodegradable, and nontoxic in most cases [31]. In addition, their structural
similarity to the ECM promotes and stimulates wound healing process. Others have shown the benefits
of using natural polymers for the repair of damaged tissues and consequently in skin regeneration [32].
However, natural polymers are sometimes extremely difficult to electrospin alone due to their
molecular structure. This issue can be overcome with the introduction of a synthetic polymer as
a carrier to pair with the natural polymer for electrospinning (Table 2). For example, chitosan, a
natural occurring polysaccharide, has become a fairly popular material for wound dressing since it
is hemostatic, antimicrobial, nontoxic/biocompatible and biodegradable, and capable of sustaining
drug release to facilitate wound healing [33,34]. Chitosan is insoluble in water, so the use of organic
solvents is necessary during electrospinning. It also exhibits high viscosity at low concentrations when
dissolved in organic solvents, which makes electrospinning very difficult. Pakravan et al. showed how
these problems can be overcome in electrospinning by paring chitosan with polyethylene oxide (PEO)
using 4wt.% stock solution of each at various ratios of 50/50, 70/30, 80/20, and 90/10 chitosan/PEO
blends [35]. The paring of these two polymers improved the electrospinnability through strong
hydrogen bonding between chitosan and PEO chains. Other popular natural polymers commonly
used in blends for electrospinning in application of wound healing include alginate [36], gelatin [37,38],
cellulose [39], collagen [40,41], hyaluronic acid [42–44], keratin [45], silk fibroin [46], and zein [47,48].
Table 2. Representative natural and synthetic polymers used in electrospun fibers for wound healing
and their corresponding electrospinning parameters.
Polymer(s) †

Solvent(s)

Voltage (kV)

Distance
(cm)

Flow Rate
(mL/h)

Ref.

50% Acetic Acid

15–35

15

0.1–2

[35]

Deionized Water

15

15

0.5

[49]

20% Acetic Acid
Acetic Acid
PBS/Ethanol
Formic Acid/Acetic
Acid (75/25)
88% Formic Acid
Lithium Bromide

28–35
30–40
18

10
15
15

0.1–1
1
0.3

[50]
[39]
[40]

13

13

1

[51]

14
15

15
18

0.5
-

[52]
[53]

Acedic Acid
1,1,1,3,3,3
hexafluoro-2-propanol
N,N-dimethylformamide
Dimethylformamide and
Acetone

9.5–22

15

0.15–1.2

[54]

15

15

1

[55]

35–45

10–15

0.5–1.5

[56]

25

15

0.75

[57]

Deionized Water

8–12

20

3

[58]

13

10

3

[59]

15

10

1

[60]

Natural
Chitosan/PEO
Alginate/Soy
Protein/PEO
Gelatin
Cellulose
Collagen
Hyaluronic
Acid/PCL
Keratin/PEO
Silk Fibroin
Synthetic
PCL
PLGA/GT
PU
PVDF
PVA/Silk
Sericin
PEO
PVP
†

Ethanol, Chloroform,
and Deionized Water
Ethanol

PEO: Poly(ethylene oxide); PCL: Poly(ε-caprolactone); PLGA: Poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid); GT: Gum tragacanth;
PU: Polyurethane; PVA: Polyvinyl alcohol; and PVP: Polyvinylpyrrolidone.
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3.2. Synthetic Polymers
Synthetic polymers that are biodegradable and biocompatible have been widely used in
electrospinning for wound healing purposes. They can be blended with other synthetic or natural
polymers to provide sustained release of drugs [2,61]. These polymers can be separated into
water soluble and insoluble polymers (Table 2). This characteristic strongly affects the ability of
polymers to degrade over time and therefore determine the mechanism in drug release for wound
healing applications.
Poly(ε-caprolactone) (PCL) belongs to aliphatic polyester that is extremely popular in the
biomedical research sector due to its ease in processing of biomaterials. In addition, its properties,
such as being nontoxic, biodegradable, biocompatible to many drugs, and easily accessible, have
lent it to be a prime candidate as a long-term drug-delivery carrier. PCL is highly hydrophobic and
degrades over several months, and therefore, it is possible to adjust its degradability by blending
with a hydrophilic polymer. Ponjavic et al. demonstrated blending water soluble PEO to PCL and
showed that the surface properties were greatly improved due to the hydrophilic nature of PEO [62].
Studies have also been done to determine the effect of hydrophilic drugs on the fiber formation and
release profile of PCL fibers. For example, Luong-Van et al. showed that increasing loading of the
hydrophilic heparin resulted in the decrease of fiber diameter and a sustained release behavior for
up to 14 days [63]. Similar to PCL, PLGA is another synthetic polyester that is biodegradable and
biocompatible, where its strong mechanical properties make it an ideal candidate as a drug release
vehicle. PLGA and PCL exhibit prolonged degradation times, where t1/2 = 30 days for PLGA and t1/2
>18 months for PCL [64–66]. Ranjbar-Mohammadi et al. explored the potential of tuning of hydrophilic
tetracycline hydrochloride from blend and core shell fibers using PLGA and gum tragacanth [55].
Results suggested that blended fibers exhibited a much higher cumulative release and initial burst
of tetracycline hydrochloride than pure PLGA fibers over 75 days, whereas the core shell structure
displayed an intermediate cumulative release profile between blend fibers and pure PLGA fibers. PU
and PVDF are synthetic water insoluble polymers that exhibit similar hydrophobic characteristics as
PCL and PLGA with various degradation rates that range from several weeks to months [67–69].
In contrast to water insoluble polymers, poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) is a synthetic polymer that is
soluble in water, biocompatible, and nontoxic. PVA fibers rapidly disintegrate in aqueous solutions
resulting in the fast release of drug due to dissolution of the carrier materials [70]. PVA is quite
compatible with chitosan as suggested by a study using blend fibers of PVA/chitosan for dressing
materials on diabetic wounds [28]. Results showed that the rats treated with PVA/chitosan fiber
dressings had an increased wound healing rate as compared to those untreated rats. Similar to PVA,
the hydrophilic nature of PEO causes it to disintegrate faster than the hydrophobic polymers. Kim et al.
showed the ability to tune release characteristics of protein lysozyme through blending hydrophobic
polymers (PCL, PLLA, and PLGA) with hydrophilic PEO [71]. In vitro drug release showed that the
PCL/PEO blend received the smallest burst and the most prolonged release profile. Polyethylene
glycol (PEG) is also a hydrophilic polymer that has been studied for drug release using blends with
a hydrophobic counterpart. Studies have shown that PEG can aid in the healing process of in vivo
wounds. Bui et al. explored the effects of curcumin loaded PCL/PEG fibers on wound closure rates in
rats, and found that the curcumin loaded blended fibers achieved a 99% wound closure as compared
to 90% with just curcumin loaded PCL fibers at 10 days [72]. By controlling the hydrophobicity of
these synthetic polymers, a blend polymeric fiber platform is ideal for controlled release of drugs in
wound healing applications [60,73,74].
3.3. Electrospinning Parameters
There are several parameters in electrospinning that must be determined in order to produce
homogeneous and uniform fibers. These parameters, including solution properties, applied voltage,
distance from the tip of the needle to the collector plate, and feeding rate of the polymeric solution,
vary with the types of polymers and solvents used during the process. Solvents with moderate boiling
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points are usually ideal as they are volatile enough to evaporate between the needle tip and collector
plate without evaporating too fast and clogging the needle tip [75]. The solvent is also very important
when determining the drug that will be incorporated for wound healing purposes. The drug must be
able to dissolve in the solvent for complete encapsulation in the fibers. The parameter that dictates the
determination of subsequent parameters is the polymer solution viscosity. Megelski et al. showed the
influence of solution viscosity on the formation of polystyrene (PS) fibers as fiber diameter increased
with increasing solution viscosity [76]. The next parameter that affects electrospun fibers is the applied
voltage, which varies with types of polymer solutions used. Each polymer has a critical voltage, or the
electric field, that will produce fibers as studies showed that using applied voltage past the critical
voltage while holding all other parameters steady created beads during electrospinning of PVA [77].
The solution flow rate has a critical value to produce smooth fibers, and is closely related to the size
of the Taylor cone when combined with applied voltage. The increase in flow rate increased fiber
diameter and allowed less time for the evaporation of solvent during fiber formation, which can cause
beading [76]. The distance from the tip of the needle to the collector has shown an effect on the creation
of fibers during electrospinning. Matabola and Moutloali varied the distance when electrospinning
poly(vinyledene fluoride) (PVDF) solutions, and found that fiber diameter decreased when increasing
the distance, suggesting a complete evaporation of the solvent [78]. While each of these parameters
is considered to have its own unique effect on fiber formation during electrospinning, usually these
parameters are adjusted together to find the most efficient electrospinning condition. Table 2 provides
commonly used natural and synthetic polymers and their electrospinning parameters.
Producing fibers with good structure are important for prolonged delivery of wound healing
drugs. Another factor that affects the drug release in wound healing is the type of encapsulation
technique used when creating the fibers. There are two main types of methods to create drug-loaded
fibers (i.e., uniaxial blends and coaxial core-shell electrospinning). When creating blend fibers, the drug
is dissolved in the blend polymer solution and allowed for mixing. For this method, the choice of
solvent is important since the particular solvent must be able to dissolve polymers and drugs to create
fibers. Uniaxial blends allow the use of hydrophilic and hydrophobic polymers and drugs, if miscible;
however, drug partitioning in hydrophilic/hydrophobic phase of the fibers may lead to unexpected
release characteristics. Usually this means the drug and polymer must have the same hydrophobicity.
Coaxial core-shell electrospinning is a method that allows the formation of layered structure in the
radial direction of the fibers. It accommodates much more polymer combinations as compared to the
blend fibers since the core and the shell can be from different polymer-solvent system. Core-shell
fibers provide the ability to intentionally incorporate hydrophilic and/or hydrophobic drugs at the
core of the fibers while the shell serves as a protective layer to prevent burst of the surface drugs [30].
This method not only allows more possible formations of drugs and polymers, but also can prolong
the release of the drug to the wound site. One of the drawbacks in core-shell fibers is the swelling of
the core polymer, which can cause rupture of the shell layer and expose the drug-containing core to
outside environment [79].
4. Release of Small Molecule Drugs
Small molecules represent the majority of the drugs used in treatment of non-healing wounds.
A wide variety of small molecule drugs have been incorporated into electrospun fibers for various drug
release applications [80]. In this section, we review some of the popular hydrophilic and hydrophobic
small molecule drugs incorporated in electrospun fibers and their release behaviors for the potential
application in wound healing.
4.1. Hydrophilic Drugs
The use of hydrophilic small molecule drugs to achieve sustained release can be a challenge due to
their high solubility in physiological solutions and compatibility with polymers during electrospinning
leading to poor or preferential partitioning in the polymer matrix. In addition, the compatibility of the
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drug in the polymer matrix is indicative of encapsulation efficiency and ability to achieve sustained
release behavior. For example, hydrophilic small molecule drugs receive low solubility with nonpolar
solvent-polymer systems, and therefore, drugs are likely to partition at the fiber surface, which
contributes to burst release. Nonetheless, several hydrophilic drugs for wound healing applications
have been incorporated in electrospun fibers and extensively studied for their release characteristics
(Table 3). The physicochemical properties of small molecule drugs (i.e., aqueous solubility and Log P)
and their loading in the polymer matrix are important factors to consider for drug release behaviors.
For example, ciprofloxacin, a hydrophilic antibiotic drug for wound healing, showed burst release
behavior in 2 min when incorporated into a water-soluble polymer [81] whereas sustained release of
the same drug was reported up to 10 days (80% cumulative) when using a hydrophobic polymer [82].
Similar release behaviors with respect to the polymer used for small molecule hydrophilic antibiotics
such as ampicillin [83–85], metronidazole [86–88], and cefazolin [89,90] were reported by others.
In addition, drug loading in the polymer matrix plays an important role in the release mechanism of
small molecule drugs from fibers. Current trends to achieve sustained release form uniaxial fibers
have been utilizing hydrophobic polymers to provide large surface tension to the release media
leading to slow release. However, by increasing the loading of hydrophilic drug in the fibers, the
overall hydrophobicity changes allowing a better penetration of the release media within fiber mesh.
In addition, high drug loading increases surface drug content in fibers, which promotes the burst
release behavior. Therefore, a better understanding of the physicochemical properties of hydrophilic
small molecule drugs, such as their aqueous solubility and LogP (Table 3), in addition to the polymer
used for electrospinning may benefit the development of sustained release wound dressing materials
from electrospun fibers.
Table 3. Characteristics of small molecule drugs used in wound healing and their release behaviors
from electrospun fibers.
Small
Molecules
Drugs

Agent
†

Fiber

Aq. Sol.
(mg/mL)

Log P †

Ciprofloxacin

1.35

−0.57

Ampicillin

0.605

0.88

Polymer(s) ‡

Release (Units)
Loading
(% w/w)

1h

2h

Others

0.4
10
5
10
20

12%
30%
23%
17%
7%

20%
40%
37%
25%
10%

1–20

-

-

PCL
PLLA
PLGA
PLCL

16.7
10
10
10

75%
-

80%
-

PCL

1–40

-

-

20%
52%
70%
70%
10%

40%
75%
80%
100%
26%
30

60% (1 min)
80% (220 h)
85% (6 h)
99% (96 h)
81% (96 h)
40% (96 h)
30% (6 h)
50% (12 days)
98% (24 h)
98%(48 h)
100% (48 h)
78% (48 h)
45% (1 day)
85% (5 days)
90% (24 h)
65% (24 h)
95% (17 h)

Ref.

Hydrophilic
PVP
PLCL/PDEGMA
PVA/Alginate
AL-BSA
PMMA/Nylon6

Captopril
Metronidazole

4.52

1.02

5.92

-0.15

PCL

Cefazolin

0.487

−0.4

4.8–14.4
1
Chitosan/PEO
5
15
Chitosan/PEO
1
Gelatin
10

[81]
[82]
[91]
[83]
[84]
[85]
[92]
[86]
[87]
[88]
[89]
[90]
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Table 3. Cont.
Small
Molecules
Drugs

Agent
†

Fiber

Aq. Sol.
(mg/mL)

Log P †

Asiaticoside

[93]

[93]

Curcumin

0.006

3.62

Polymer(s) ‡

Release (Units)
Loading
(% w/w)

Ref.

1h

2h

Others

20%
20%
55%
65%
-

23%
40%
65%
67%
-

[94]

Hydrophobic

Ketoprofen

0.0213

3.29

Nifedipine

0.0177

2.49

Phenytoin

0.0711

2.26

Vancomycin
Methylene
Blue

0.255

1.11

0.0296

3.61

Alginate/PVA/Chitosan
2.5
1
PHBV
3
4.7
PCL/GT
3
PCL/Gelatin

5

-

-

PVA
PNVCL-co-MAA
Cellulose
Acetate
Eudragit®
PU
PNIPAAm/PU
PVA
PCL
PVA/PCL
Alginate

5
20

50%
5%

-

83%(12 h)
45% (5 h)
70% (5 h)
78% (5 h)
65% (20 days)
40% (20 h)
80% (45 h)
62% (48 h)
35% (24 h)

15

10%

-

60% (48 h)

[100]

10
4.2
12
2
2
2
10

40%
15%
8%
27%
5%
11%
10%

50%
10%
29%
8%
15%
-

70% (8 h)
75% (72 h)
23% (30 h)
88% (48 h)
16% (48 h)
47% (48 h)
60% (48 h)

[101]
[102]
[103]

-

32%

-

90% (7 days)

[106]

PHB/PEG

[95]
[96]
[97]
[98]
[99]

[104]
[105]

† DrugBank v5.0.10: Calculated using ALOGPS v2.1; (accessed 30 November 2017); ‡ PVP: Polyvinylpyrrolidone;
PLCL: Poly(lactic-co-ε-caprolactone); PDEGMA: Poly(di(ethylene glycol) methyl ether methacrylate); PVA:
Polyvinyl alcohol; AL-BSA: Amyloid-like bovine serum albumin; PMMA: Poly(methyl methacrylate); PCL:
Poly(ε-caprolactone); PLLA: Poly(L-lactic acid); PLGA: Poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid); PEO: Poly(ethylene
oxide); PHBV: Poly(3-hydroxybutyric acid-co-3-hydroxyvaleric acid); GT: Gum tragacanth; PNVCL-co-MAA:
Poly(N-vinylcaprolactam-co-methacrylic acid); PU: Polyurethane; PNIPAAm: Poly(N-isopropylacrylamide); PHB:
Poly(R-3-hydroxybutyrate); and PEG: Polyethylene glycol.

4.2. Hydrophobic Drugs
Hydrophobic drugs are generally able to provide a sustained release profile for an extended period
of time as comparing to hydrophilic drugs due to their poor solubility in physiological conditions and
preferred partitioning in the insoluble polymer matrix than diffusion into the release media (Table 3).
In this section, we provide information on the most widely used hydrophobic small molecule drugs
in wound healing as well as the commonly used polymeric fibers to achieve the sustained release
behavior. One of the most widely studied topical wound healing medications is phenytoin where
its mechanism of action includes up-regulating collagen deposition that promotes the formation of
fibroblasts, granulation, and other connective tissues with the ability to down-regulate collagenase
activity, bacterial colonization, and the formation of wound exudate [104,107,108]. In particular,
Zahedi et al. demonstrated the encapsulation of phenytoin in PVA (20% w/w) and PCL (17.4%
w/w) electrospun fibers [104]. In vitro release of phenytoin suggested a cumulative release of 90%
and 15% in PVA and PCL fibers, respectively. The differences in release profiles were attributed to
the hydrophobicity of PVA and PCL polymer. In addition, in vivo wound closure study showed a
50% reduction of wound area after 6 days using phenytoin incorporated PVA fibers as compared to
control phenytoin containing ointment. Another hydrophobic drug that has been extensively studied
for wound healing is nifedipine, which serves as calcium antagonist to facilitate blood flow to the
wound [109]. Using a water-soluble polymer (i.e., Eudragit), cumulative release of nifedipine in vitro
showed 40% and 70% release at 1 h and 8 h, respectively [101]. In another study, nifedipine was
encapsulated with PCL-based polyurethane fibers at loadings of 2.7% and 4.2% [102]. In vitro drug
concentration in the release media showed positive correlations with drug loading; however, no
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significant change was found in cumulative drug release with 50% nifedipine release at 24 h followed
by 70% release at the end of the study (i.e., 72 h). The slow release behaviors were also observed for
curcumin [95,96], ketoprofen [97–100], vancomycin [105], and methylene blue [106] providing the use
of proper insoluble drug carriers.
In general, drug types and loading combined with the use of soluble and/or insoluble polymer
matrix in electrospinning play a significant role in the release behavior of small molecule drugs.
Given that the development in advanced dressing materials using electrospun medical fabric often
requires the use of multiple drugs at different stage of the healing process, a better understanding of
drug–polymer interactions will benefit the design process of the fiber-based dressing materials.
5. Release of Macromolecules
Wound healing involves complex cellular activities controlled by signaling networks from various
growth factors, cytokines, and chemokines [110]. The delivery of macromolecules to the wound site
becomes of particular interests for non-healing wounds since it provides a method to remodel normal
wound healing cycles. In this section, we review the release of macromolecules (i.e., growth factors
and peptides) using electrospun fibers for wound healing.
5.1. Growth Factors
Growth factors are cellular protein secretions that are crucial for tissue remodeling due to their
influences on cell cycles and cell fate. Methods to incorporate growth factors in/on electrospun fibers
include blend polymers, emulsion, coaxial fibers, and immobilization. The release rates are dictated
by the types of technique used. For example, a fast release (>90%) of epidermal growth factor (EGF)
and basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF) were observed in 5 days and 17 days, respectively, whereas
a sustained release of platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF-BB) and vascular endothelial growth
factor (VEGF) over 1 month was found using blend fibers made from dual electrospinning of collagen
and hyaluronic acid [111]. The sustained release is due to the encapsulation of the growth factors
in gelatin nanoparticles within the fibers. Others demonstrated the release of bFGF and EGF from
coaxial fibers made from block copolymer of PCL-PEG where bFGF solution was encapsulated in the
core surrounded by EGF immobilized PCL-PEG shell [112]. The conjugation of EGF to PCL-PEG shell
showed a slow release of 2% in a week whereas 30% of bFGF was released in 12 h due to diffusion.
In another study, PDGF-BB was absorbed into PCL/collagen/nanohydroxyapatite blend fibers and
pure PCL fibers where the blend fibers showed a higher absorption of the growth factor followed
by a higher concentration of the PDGF-BB in the release media from the blend fibers as compared
to those from pure PCL fibers over 8 weeks of investigation (Figure 2) [113]. Others incorporated
transforming growth factor (TGF-β3) into hyaluronic acid (HA) fibers and PCL fibers, and in vitro
release study suggested 78% of TGF-β3 was released from HA fibers as compared to 18% from PCL
fibers at 2 days followed by 95% release from both fibers at 21 days [114]. Furthermore, others have
shown effectiveness of fibroblast growth factor (FGF2) [115], insulin-like growth factor (IGF) [116],
granulocyte macrophage colony stimulating factor (GM-CSF) [117], and connective tissue growth factor
(CTGF) [118] in promoting cell proliferation, which benefits wound healing (Table 4). In general, with
proper incorporation techniques of the growth factors in electrospun fibers, sustained release of the
macromolecule agents can be achieved for days to months, which is beneficial for non-healing wounds.
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Figure 2. (a) PDGF-BB (1.5 μg) was passively absorbed by PCL and PCL/col/HA fibers at 4 °C for 24 h

Figure 2. (a)
PDGF-BB (1.5 µg) was passively absorbed by PCL and PCL/col/HA fibers at 4 ◦ C for 24 h
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access article distributed under the Creative Commons Attribution License.
Table 4. The use of growth factors in electrospun fibers for wound healing applications with respect to
solvent used during electrospinning, types of cells studies, and methods to incorporate growth factors
in/on fibers.
Growth
Factor

Polymer

EGF

PCL and
PCL–PEG/PCL
PLGA and Gelatin
Silk Fibroin
PCL and
PCL/Collagen
Gelatin/PLA-co-PCL
Silk/PEO

bFGF/EGF

bFGF, EGF,
VEGF, PDGF
PDGF

PCL-PEG

Solvent

Cell

Human
Primary
Keratinocyte
Chloroform/Acetone
Human
and Acetic Acid
Fibroblasts
Human Dermal
Lithium Bromide
Fibroblasts
Human Dermal
DMF/DCM and
Keratinocyte
HFIP
Human Dermal
HFIP
Fibroblasts
Lithium Bromide
Methanol and
Keratinocyte
Chloroform
and fibroblast
Methanol/Chloroform

Method

Ref.

Immobilization

[119]

Emulsion

[120]

Blend

[121]

Immobilization

[122]

Coaxial
Blend/Coating

[123]
[124]
[125]

Coaxial/Immobilization

[112]
[126]

PLGA/PEO

Chloroform and
DMF/Water

Human Skin
Fibroblasts

Fiber containing GFs
encapsulated
microspheres.

Collagen-Hyaluronic
Acid/Gelatin
Nanoparticle

Hyaluronic Acid:
NaOH/DMF
Collagen: Acetic
Acid

HUVEC

Blend: bEGF/EGF
In nanoparticle:
VEGF/PDGF

[111]

HFP, PBS

MSC

Blend

[113]

PCL/Collagen/Hyaluronic
Acid

FGF2

PHBV, PEO

2, 2,
2-trifluoroethanol

MSC

KGF

PLA/PCL

Chloroform,
Acetone

Fibroblasts

TGF-β

MeHA, HH, PCL, HA

DI Water

Cartilage

VEGF

PLGA

Water-in-oil
emulsions,
Dichloromethane,
PBS, BSA

HUVEC,
Endothelials

GM-CSF

Chitosan

HCl

In vivo mouse
model

CTGF

PCL

Chloroform

MSC

FGF2-miR-218
induction on aligned
PHBV fibers
Seeded scaffolds
with mouse
fibroblast in DMEM
with FBS
Composite scaffolds
of HA and PCL with
TGFβ3
PVEES, and NVEES
Scaffolds containing
VEGF
Hydrogels
containing
ovalbumin and
GM-CSF
Aligned fibers as a
guide

[115]

[127]

[114]

[128]

[117]

[118]
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5.2. Peptides
Peptides, such as human cathelicidin peptide LL37, have shown their ability in controlling wound
infections through the antibiotic efficacy. In a study, an antimicrobial peptide motif (Cys-KR12)
originated from LL37 was immobilized onto silk fibroin fibers [129]. Results showed immobilization
processes at various Cys-KR12 concentrations achieved more than 90% yield, and Cysk-KR12
immobilized fibers were able to maintain antibacterial properties for 3 weeks. Furthermore, the
study suggested the important role of Cysk-KR12 in wound healing by activating biological activities
of keratinocytes, fibroblasts, and monocytes. In another study, a proline-rich peptide (Chex1-Arg20)
was electrospun with PVA into fibers for treatment of Acinetobacter baumannii infected wounds
in mice [130]. Results showed a significant decrease in wound size after 3 days when using
Chex1-Arg20 incorporated PVA fibers, whereas the antimicrobial activity of the peptide-loaded fibers
was significantly improved. Similarly, Lee et al. incorporated bone forming peptide1 (BFP1) into
electrospun PLGA fibers coated in polydopamine (PD) for use of bone regeneration in vivo. Results
showed increased bone growth in mice treated with PLGA, PLGA/DP, and PLGA/DP/BFP1 with
PLGA/DP/BFP1 having the greatest increase in bone growth [131]. Shao et al. conjugated peptide
sequence E7 on electrospun PCL fibers and studied the effects of E7 on the formation of mesenchymal
stem cells (MSCs) [132]. After implantation of the E7/PCL fiber meshes into cartilage defective rat
knees for 7 days, immunofluorescent staining suggested that the cell growth on the PCL/E7 fibers had
a higher percentage of MSC surface markers than the Arg-Gly-Asp peptide (RGD) control group. They
also found that the PCL/E7 fibers absorbed less inflammatory cells than the PCL/RGD fibers.
6. Release of Gene Vectors
Gene therapy, as its name implies, is a medical approach that utilizes the delivery of genes to
the target cells and/or the use of biological agents such as growth factors to trigger genetic events to
further modulate cell behaviors. Similar to other disease states, the success of gene therapy in wound
healing is closely associated with the development of delivery systems for gene vectors, which will
determine the encapsulation efficiency and release characteristic of the gene. Specifically, therapeutic
efficacy and pharmacological results in wound healing depends on gene release rate, which is mediated
by cellular uptake during endocytosis followed by biological events of transcription and translation in
target cells resulting in the production of proteins. In this section, we review current successes in gene
delivery using electrospun fibers for wound healing.
6.1. Non-Viral Genes Vectors
Even though viral vectors (i.e., retrovirus and adenoviruses) possess a higher effectiveness and a
better efficacy as compared to non-viral vectors in gene therapy, the use of viral vectors provides a
greater chance to trigger immune response [133]. As a result of regulatory, non-viral gene delivery
remains the primary method in gene therapy of non-healing wounds. For example, a recent clinical
study (NCT01657045) was conducted using a non-viral gene vector (i.e., stromal cell-derived factor-1:
SDF-1) for sternal wound edges after open heart surgery, and the results showed significance decreases
in scar width (placebo: 35.9 mm and SDF-1: 18.5 mm) and defect volume (placebo: 13.9 mL and SDF-1:
1.4 mL) after 6 months of follow-up on 26 patients [134]. In addition, others observed an increase
in diabetic skin wound healing rate after 12 days of follow-up using a mouse model on the delivery
of minicircle-VEGF (20 µL) and pβ-EGF (20 µL) cDNA, suggesting that gene therapy can improve
wound healing processes (Figure 3) [135]. In parallel to this study, histology observation on the skin
tissue at caudal zone of the mice dorsal showed an increase thickness of epithelial tissue after topical
administration of keratinocyte growth factor-1 (KGF-1) DNA (control: 16 ± 4 and KGF-1: 26 ± 2 µm)
after 48 h while dermal thickness increased in the KGF group (255 ± 36 µm) as compared to the control
group with transfected skin (162 ± 16 µm) after 120 h of follow-up [136]. Overall, these examples show
that the delivery of non-viral gene vectors is a promising treatment strategy for non-healing wounds.
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was
added
to the
solutiona[141].
suggested
a burst
pCMVβ
plasmidwhere
was added
to the
solution
[141].
Results
suggested
burst Results
release of
DNA at around
release
of
DNA
at
around
18%
and
36%
of
cumulative
release,
depending
on
block
copolymer
18% and 36% of cumulative release, depending on block copolymer content, in the first 15 min,
content, due
in the
15 min, perhaps
to the
presence
of fibers
DNA instead
on the surface
of the fibers
instead
perhaps
to first
the presence
of DNAdue
on the
surface
of the
of encapsulated
inside
the
of
encapsulated
inside
the
fibers
followed
by
68%
to
80%
of
cumulative
release
of
pCMVβ
plasmid
fibers followed by 68% to 80% of cumulative release of pCMVβ plasmid at 20 days. Others used at
a
20 days. Others
used atolayer-by-layer
technique
to encapsulate
plasmids
keratinocyte
layer-by-layer
technique
encapsulate plasmids
encoding
keratinocyte
growthencoding
factor (KGF)
in blends
growth
factor
(KGF)
in [127].
blendsInofvitro
PCLrelease
and PLA
fibersan
[127].
In 14%
vitroburst
release
showed
an initial
14%
of
PCL and
PLA
fibers
showed
initial
release
of KGF
followed
burst
release
of
KGF
followed
by
16%
release
at
7
days
from
the
fibers.
In
addition,
core-shell
fibers
by 16% release at 7 days from the fibers. In addition, core-shell fibers show a promising potential to
show a promising
potential
to encapsulate
DNA
inside
the fiber
structure.
In a study,inplasmid
encapsulate
DNA inside
the fiber
structure. In
a study,
plasmid
DNA
was encapsulated
the coreDNA
with
the shell composed of poly(ethylenimine)-hyaluronic acid (PEI-HA) at various core-shell compositions,
and the results suggested a sustained release behavior up to 60 days [142]. Furthermore, studies
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(PEI-HA) at various core-shell compositions, and the results suggested a sustained release behavior
up to 60 days [142]. Furthermore, studies showed that electrospinning polyplexes of basic fibroblast
growth
plasmid
(pbFGF)
imine)
in the core and
poly(ethylene
showedfactor-encoding
that electrospinning
polyplexes
ofwith
basicpoly(ethylene
fibroblast growth
factor-encoding
plasmid
(pbFGF)
glycol)
as the shell provided
sustained
release
up to 25 glycol)
days with
12–19%
initial burst
at 12 h
with poly(ethylene
imine) in athe
core and
poly(ethylene
as the
shellof
provided
a sustained
(Figure
4)
[143,144].
Overall,
electrospun
fibers
demonstrate
the
potential
to
encapsulate
DNA
in the
release up to 25 days with 12–19% of initial burst at 12 h (Figure 4) [143,144]. Overall, electrospun
fibers
and the sustained
releasetoofencapsulate
DNA can DNA
provide
a much
therapeutic
efficacy
in
fibers demonstrate
the potential
in the
fibers improved
and the sustained
release
of DNA
non-healing
can provide wounds.
a much improved therapeutic efficacy in non-healing wounds.

Figure
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vitro release
release profiles
profiles of
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permission
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section,
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into
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dressing materials.
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dressing wound
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7.1.
7.1. Fiber-Micelle
Fiber-Micelle Composites
Composites
Micelles
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have aa structure
structure of
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them upon
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with physiological
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protects
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which
in turn
the drug
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protects
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in allows
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the
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circulate
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for a prolonged
releaserelease
[145,146].
In workInbywork
Redhead
et al., Poloxamer
407 and
drug
to circulate
for a prolonged
[145,146].
by Redhead
et al., Poloxamer
908
usedwere
withused
PLGA
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loaded with
Rose with
Bengal
to show
407 coatings
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coatings
with
PLGA nanoparticles
loaded
Rose
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show the
effect
that
polymeric
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provide
[147].
In
vivo
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that
30%
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protective effect that polymeric micelles provide [147]. In vivo studies using rats showed
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bloodstream
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30%still
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into
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only
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poloxamer coated PLGA nanoparticles. This was a stark contrast to the 8% left in the blood
dye
wasafter
injected
Others
abilitysingularly.
of using polymeric
micelles from
chitosan
stream
onlysingularly.
5 min when
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dye wasthe
injected
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the ability
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palmitic
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to encapsulate
and protect
an anti-cancer
(i.e., tamoxifen)
[148].
Tamoxifen
using
polymeric
from chitosan
and palmitic
acid to drug
encapsulate
and protect
an anti-cancer
drug (i.e., tamoxifen) [148]. Tamoxifen release profiles showed a much more linear release when
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release profiles showed a much more linear release when encapsulated in chitosan/palmitic acid
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in chitosan/palmitic
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than with
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drug. Furthermore,
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(PEG-PUC),
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have
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(PEG-PUC),
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diblock copolymers
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as drug delivery
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drug (i.e.,
amphotericin
[149].
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Studies have been conducted to explore the ability to incorporate polymeric micelles and/or
Studies have been conducted to explore the ability to incorporate polymeric micelles and/or
nanoparticles in electrospun fibers for purposes of drug release and wound healing. Pan et al.
nanoparticles in electrospun fibers for purposes of drug release and wound healing. Pan et al.
demonstrated the biocompatibility of a bilayer scaffold electrospun from PLCL/poloxamer fibers
demonstrated the biocompatibility of a bilayer scaffold electrospun from PLCL/poloxamer fibers and
and dextran/gelatin hydrogel (Figure 6) [150]. They found that the fiber scaffolds maintained cell
dextran/gelatin hydrogel (Figure 6) [150]. They found that the fiber scaffolds maintained cell viability
viability and supported cell proliferation of adipose derived stem cells. Similarly, polymeric micelles
and supported cell proliferation of adipose derived stem cells. Similarly, polymeric micelles have also
have also been combined with other delivery systems such as hydrogels. Gong et al. compared the
been combined with other delivery systems such as hydrogels. Gong et al. compared the effects of drug
effects of drug release and wound healing characteristics on curcumin loaded PEG-PCL micelles
release and wound healing characteristics on curcumin loaded PEG-PCL micelles with a combined
with a combined micelle/hydrogel dressing [151]. The curcumin loaded PEG-PCL micelles showed a
micelle/hydrogel dressing [151]. The curcumin loaded PEG-PCL micelles showed a sustained
sustained drug release over 14 days and achieved a higher cumulative release than the
drug release over 14 days and achieved a higher cumulative release than the micelle/hydrogel
micelle/hydrogel combination. In the in vivo model however, rats treated with the micelle/hydrogel
combination. In the in vivo model however, rats treated with the micelle/hydrogel combination
combination showed higher tensile strength with a thicker epidermis during wound breaking
showed higher tensile strength with a thicker epidermis during wound breaking testing. There was
testing. There was also an enhancement in wound closure rate using the micelle/hydrogel
also an enhancement in wound closure rate using the micelle/hydrogel combination. These findings
combination. These findings show the importance of selecting delivery vessels for drug-loaded
show the importance of selecting delivery vessels for drug-loaded micelles as the carriers can affect
micelles as the carriers can affect drug release rate and wound healing performance (Table 5). The
drug release rate and wound healing performance (Table 5). The use of polymeric micelles in drug
use of polymeric micelles in drug delivery for wound healing is promising as they provide
delivery for wound healing is promising as they provide biocompatibility, extended drug release
biocompatibility, extended drug release properties, and shorter healing time that make them ideal
properties, and shorter healing time that make them ideal for future research.
for future research.
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Table 5. Summary of polymeric micelles used in wound healing.
Polymeric Micelles

Drug

Functions

Ref.

Poloxamer 407 and 908/PLGA
nanoparticles

Rose Bengal Dye

Showed protective effects of Poloxamer 407
and 908 micelles.

[147]

Chitosan/Palmitic Acid

Tamoxifen

Release profiles showed much more linear
release when encapsulated in micelle
structures.

[148]

phenylboronic
acid-functionalized
polycarbonate/PEG
(PEG-PBC)/urea-functionalized Amphotericin B
polycarbonate/PEG
(PEG-PUC)/diblock
copolymers

Used to study delivery of anti-fungal
medication. PEG-PBC and diblock copolymers
of PEG-PBC and PEG-PUC showed sustained
release of drug while PEG-PUC had burst
release profile.

[149]

Poly(L-aspartic
acid)-b-poly(ethylene
glycol)-b-poly(L-aspartic acid)
(PLD-PEG-PLD)

Doxorubicin

Showed effect pH of release media has on
release profiles of doxorubicin loaded
PLD-PEG-PLD micelles. Found more acidic
environment correlated to higher release rates.

[152]

No Drug

Showed fibers supported cell viability and
proliferation when tested with stem cells.
Mechanical properties increased with addition
of of Poloxamer at 9/1 ratio.

[150]

Curcumin

Micelle structure sustained release 14 days and
achieved higher cumulative release rate than
micelle/hydrogel. In Vivo model showed
micelle. Hydrogel combination produced
higher tensile strength and thicker epidermis
during wound healing breaking test.
Micelle/Hydrogel also showed enhanced
wound closure rate.

[151]

PLCL/poloxamer with
dextran/gelatin hydrogel

PEG-PCL and
PEG-PCL/hydrogel
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Figure 6. (a) SEM image of fiber structure from PLCL; (b) SEM image of fiber structure from

Figure 6.PLCL/poloxamer
(a) SEM image
of fiber structure from PLCL; (b) SEM image of fiber structure from
(9/1 w/w); (c) SEM image of fiber structure from PLCL/poloxamer (3/1 w/w); (d)
PLCL/poloxamer
(9/1
w/w);
(c) SEM image
from
PLCL/poloxamer
(3/1 w/w);
Water contact angle of PLCL/poloxamer
fibers;of(e)fiber
Stressstructure
strain curves
of PLCL/poloxamer
fibers; (f)
cell proliferation on PLCL/poloxamer
fibers
[150].
Figuresofwere
obtained from
(d) WaterAdipose-derived
contact angle stem
of PLCL/poloxamer
fibers; (e) Stress
strain
curves
PLCL/poloxamer
fibers;
an
open
access
article
distributed
under
the
Creative
Commons
Attribution
License.
(f) Adipose-derived stem cell proliferation on PLCL/poloxamer fibers [150]. Figures were obtained
from an open access article distributed under the Creative Commons Attribution License.
7.2. Fiber-Nanoparticle Composites

Similarly, nanoparticles containing electrospun fibers have shown promising potential to make
a significant impact in drug release and wound healing research. Studies demonstrated that gold,
copper, titanium, and zinc have therapeutic effects during wound healing [153]. In addition, others
have incorporated silver nanoparticles into electrospun fibers as an antibacterial agent [154,155]. For
example, silver nanoparticles when incorporated with the bipolymer guar gum alkylamine exhibited
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7.2. Fiber-Nanoparticle Composites
Similarly, nanoparticles containing electrospun fibers have shown promising potential to make
a significant impact in drug release and wound healing research. Studies demonstrated that gold,
copper, titanium, and zinc have therapeutic effects during wound healing [153]. In addition, others
have incorporated silver nanoparticles into electrospun fibers as an antibacterial agent [154,155].
For example, silver nanoparticles when incorporated with the bipolymer guar gum alkylamine
exhibited faster wound healing rates and improved cosmetic attributes [156], whereas gold
nanoparticles showed reduction in inflammatory response during the wound healing process [157].
In particular, Leu et al. showed that gold nanoparticles increased cell proliferation resulting in the
reduction of wound healing time in mice [158]. Zinc nanoparticles exhibited antibacterial and positive
effects on wound healing processes. Raguvaran et al. loaded zinc oxide nanoparticles into sodium
alginate/gum acacia hydrogels and showed that zinc oxide at high levels can become toxic but at
low levels had antibacterial and healing effects on wounds [159]. Martinez et al. demonstrated the
beneficial effects of nitric oxide nanoparticles in wound healing, including antibacterial efficacy that
promoted the regeneration of dermal architecture through protection of collagen from bacteria [160].
These examples suggest that nanoparticle provide therapeutic effect in wound healing.
Metallic nanoparticles have been combined with electrospun fibers for the purpose of wound
healing. Rather et al. fabricated cerium oxide nanoparticles loaded PCL/Gelatin fibers to investigate
the effects in wound healing [161]. The study focused on reducing levels of reactive oxygen
species that may hinder proper wound healing when at an elevated level. In a similarly study,
adhesive nanocomposite through immobilizing ultrasmall ceria nanocrystals onto the surface of
uniform mesoporous silica nanoparticles showed the proper controlling of the reactive oxygen species
and the ability to stimulate proliferation and cell migration using an in vivo mouse model [162].
The nanoparticle composite not only decreased healing time, but also reduced scar formation as
well [163]. Polymeric nanoparticles have also been chosen for drug delivery for wound healing
(Table 6). For example, chitosan based polymeric nanoparticles were fabricated in combination
with PLLA-CL electrospun fibers to provide a dual delivery system for Nel-like molecule-1 growth
factor [164]. Results indicated that the dual release system prolonged the release of growth factor
when compared to plain PLLA-CL fibers. In vitro cell proliferation studies showed that human
bone mesenchymal stem cells proliferated better on the dual delivery system than the fibers alone.
In another study, chitosan, PVA, and zinc oxide composite nanoparticles displayed a much shorter
healing time using an in vivo mouse model, whereas the composite nanoparticles showed almost
no bacterial growth in antibacterial activity assay assessed by culturing pus from the wounds after
three days of treatment [165]. Lipid nanocarriers have also been used to deliver drugs to wound sites.
Sanad et al. used lipid nanocarriers in conjunction with a blended hylaruonic acid/chitosan fiber
scaffold for the delivery of the natural diterpene lactone Andrographolide [166]. A prolonged release
of Andrographolide, which has anti-inflammatory and antioxidant properties, was observed due to the
effects of lipid nanocarrier coupled with the depolymerization of chitosan resulting in the reduction of
wound healing time significantly.
Table 6. Summary of nanoparticles used in wound healing on their effects and functions.
Nanoparticles

Effects

Functions

Ref.

Silver/guar gum alkylamine

Antibacterial

Exhibited faster would healing rates
and improved cosmetic attributes.

[156]

Anti-Inflammatory

Wounds exhibited reduction in
inflammatory response. Increase in
cell proliferation resulting in
reduction of wound healing time in
mice.

[157]

Gold
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Table 6. Cont.
Nanoparticles

Effects

Functions

Ref.

Zinc Oxide loaded
alginate/gun acacia

Antibacterial

Showed that Zinc nanoparticles
have antibacterial effects at low
levels but can become toxic at high
levels.

[159]

Nitric Oxide

Antibacterial

Promoted regeneration of dermal
architecture through protection of
collagen from bacteria.

[160]

Cerum Oxide loaded
PCL/Gelatin fibers

Reduction of reactive
oxygen levels, decreased
healing time

Lowered the level of reactive
oxygen levels that hinder proper
wound healing.

[161]

Adhesive nanocomposite
made of ultrasmall ceria
nanocrystals adhered to the
surface of mesoporous silica
nanoparticles

Reduction of reactive
oxygen levels, decreased
healing time

Reduced healing time and scar
formation. Stimulated proliferation
and cell migration in vivo.

[163]

Chitosan nanoparticles with
PLLA-CL fibers

Nel-like mlecule-1
growth factor delivery

Dual release system prolonged
release of growth factor when
compared to plain PLLA-CL fibers.
Dual release system Increased cell
proliferation in human bone
mesenchymal stem cells.

[164]

Chitosan/PVA/Zinc Oxide

Decreased wound
healing
time/Antibacterial

Displayed shorter healing time and
almost no bacterial growth in
cultured pus from wounds.

[165]

Drug delivery

Prolonged release of
Andrographolide combined with
depolymerization of chitosan
resulted in the reduction of wound
healing time.

[166]

Lipid
nanocarrier/Hyaluronic
Acid/Chitosan

8. Conclusions and Future Directions
Non-healing wounds remain a challenge for the development of dressing materials. Advances in
nanotechnology enable the production of electrospun fibers, which have the potential to become the
ideal candidate for encapsulation and delivery of small molecule drugs and/or large macromolecules
to the wound site. In particular, electrospinning accepts most of the polymer and drugs where the
interactions between them play in important role in drug release rates. For example, delivery of the
coagulation factors and anti-inflammation drugs may be required for early stages of wound healing.
The choice of using water-soluble (dissolution mechanism) polymers as well as those with minimal
drug–polymer interactions (diffusion mechanism) facilitates the fast release of the drugs. In contrast,
the proliferation and remodeling processes in late wound healing stages require the sustained delivery
of the growth factors and genes. The use of blend fibers to enhance drug–polymer interactions, coaxial
fibers to encapsulate drug in the core, and fiber composites will benefit the prolonged delivery of the
biological agents. Therefore, the choice of using particular polymers and architectures in electrospun
fibers will depend on the types of drugs and the stage of wound so that the healing process can
be improved.
In this review, we explore the incorporation of various wound healing drugs, including small
molecules, macromolecules, and gene vectors, in electrospun fibers and their release behaviors for
wound healing. In addition, our review suggests that electrospun fibers are capable of integrating
with typical small molecules, growth factors, and gene vectors to provide a sustained release behavior,
depending on the polymer used. Furthermore, the incorporation of micelles/nanoparticles in
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fibers allows the formation of a composite material for multifunctional delivery purpose. While
electrospinning possesses many advantages in drug delivery and tissue engineering, which are
beneficial for wound healing, concerns over the use of harsh chemicals (cytotoxicity) may limit its use
in pharmaceutical applications for dressing materials. In such case, exhaustion of the organic solvents
under vacuum is required to eliminate residual chemicals that remain in the fibers after electrospinning.
This is a costly and time-consuming step. Furthermore, low production rate (e.g., approximately
1~1.5 g/h via uniaxial electrospinning) can be another issue that limits the use of electrospun fibers in
clinical aspect. This limitation has been improved by free-surface electrospinning process [167,168],
whereas the production rates may be 5–10 fold higher than typical uniaxial electrospinning. In general,
electrospun fibers demonstrate the ability of sustained release of small molecule drugs, macromolecules,
and genes. This drug delivery platform is especially ideal for the use of topical dressing materials in
wound healing applications.
Conflicts of Interest: The authors declare no conflict of interest.
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